
 
1 Complete the sentences with the correct verbs. 

 

1 I’ve got a bicycle. I ….................... four kilometres every day. 
2 I ….................... computer games at the weekend. 
3 I ….................... to school. I don’t cycle or go by bus. 
4 I ….................... for ten hours a night. 
5 I don’t ….................... TV every day. 
6 I ….................... in the pool every Saturday. 

   

   

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs on the list. 

 

prefer      

go      

play      

not listen      

not eat 

 

1 John ….................... to music every night.          

2 Peter and I ….................... comics to books. 

3 Sally ….................... the guitar.                           

4 Vegetarians ….................... meat. 

5 I ….................... to the dentist every six months. 

 

3  Write present simple questions. 

1 Jenny / sleep for eight hours a night?  …………………………........…………… 

2 Mike and Pam / have a siesta every day?   ……………………........…………… 

3 you / have a healthy diet?   ............……………………………........…………… 

4 they / drink coffee?   ...............……………………………........…………… 

5 your cat / eat meat?  …................…………………………........…………… 

6 you / eat in a restaurant every weekend? ………………………........…………… 

   

4 Write short answers for the questions in exercise 4. 

1 () ……………………………...              2 () ………………………………… 

3 () …………………………...…              4 () ………………………………… 

5 () ……………………………...              6 () ………………………………… 

   

5 Write the present simple third person singular form of the verbs. 

 

1 relax …………     2  do      …………       3  sleep    ………… 
4 like …………     5  watch     …....……     6  listen       ....……… 

   

 



Kate and Phil live in Melbourne in Australia. They’re teachers and they’ve got a very active and 
healthy lifestyle. 

They walk to school every day. After school Kate goes to a karate classes and then she goes home 
by bus. Phil likes sports and he exercises every day. He cycles and swims, but he doesn’t do karate.  

At the weekend Kate and Phil relax together. They read books and listen to music. Phil likes pop 
music and jazz, but Kate prefers classical music. She’s very musical – she plays the guitar and the 
violin. They don’t watch much TV, but they like films and documentaries. 

Kate and Phil aren’t vegetarians, but they don’t eat much meat. They eat a lot of fish, vegetables 
and fruit. Kate eats a lot of chocolate, too!  

 

6 Read the text and answer the questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 1  Do Kate and Phil live in Spain? ……………………………………………... 

 2 Does Kate walk to school every day? ……………………………………………... 

 3 Does Phil do karate?  ……………………………………………... 

 4 Do they like the same type of music? ……………………………………………... 

 5 Does Kate prefer classical music or pop music?  …………………………………... 

 6 Does she play an instrument?  ……………………………………………... 

7 Do Kate and Phil watch TV for six hours a night? ………………………………... 

8 Are they vegetarians?  ……………………………………………... 

9 Do they like fish?  ……………………………………………... 

10   Is Kate a chocoholic?  ……………………………………………... 
   

7 Write about your friends. Write a  description of their lifestyles. Include information about: 

●  interests.  ●  sports.   ● music.   ● likes and dislikes. 


